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DON'T BE A
"FRIER"
HOW TO PREVENT

TRADESPEOPLE FROM TAKING

ADVANTAGE OF YOU

One of the biggest fears of all new

olim (immigrants to Israel) is

being a “frier” - that person who

everyone takes advantage of

because they don ’t know any

better . Unfortunately , Israelis have

gotten a bad reputation for

assuming that all new immigrants

and foreign-language speakers are

friers and will overpay for just

about anything . 

 

Now , this may be true for tourists

on Ben Yehuda Street in

Jerusalem or in the Nahalat

Binyamin market in Tel Aviv , but

not for the savvy new homeowner

that you are . If you ’ve successfully

navigated the real estate market

and are the proud owners of a

home in Israel , then there is no

reason why you should be taken

advantage of during this next step

of renovating your new home .

 

Before we delve into all of the ways

you can protect yourself , it is

important to note that , despite all

the rumors and the true horror

stories , not all Israeli tradespeople
are looking for those innocent

immigrants with the foreign accents

who they can squeeze some extra

dollars (or pounds or euros) out of .

However , you can ’t be too careful

and better safe than sorry . It is ok to

go into all transactions assuming

the person at the other end of the

negotiation is trying to rip you off

until they prove otherwise .

BE SAVVY!
Following are some practical tips to

help ensure that the people you

entrust with making your new home

as perfect as possible will truly have

your best interests at heart and will

not just be thinking about how they

can use you to make more profit .
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#1 COMPARE AND CONTRAST

Do not go with the first offer you

receive . You might see a huge

price variance among different

professionals . Most likely , the

differential is due to their own

years of experience , where they

are based , whether or not they use

sub-contractors , what types of

materials they use , how much

other work they have , etc . You

probably won ’t want to go with

the cheapest offer or the most

expensive - you ’ll end up aiming

for the one in the middle . But no

matter which one you lean

towards , do not skip tip #2…

Make sure you get offers in writing .

And then have your translator friend

(or even better , a lawyer) go over it

to make sure you aren ’t missing

anything . If changes are agreed

upon , make sure those are written

down too . Do not rely on verbal

promises . In more cases than not , a

verbal promise will be upheld , but

why take the chance? To be even

better prepared , specifically when

choosing your main builder , have a

checklist of what should be in the

offer to make sure that nothing is

forgotten . These items may include

things like 3rd party insurance ,

cleaning the construction

site/house , making sure the

dumpster is put in a legal place , etc .

ASK
QUESTIONS!
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#2 GET RECOMMENDATIONS

Do your research . Ask for

references who have worked with

these tradespeople before . Or ,

even better , ask your friends ,

neighbors , anyone whose opinion

you trust for recommendations .

Remember , you are not the first

person to do a renovation in Israel

- take advantage of those who

have already learned valuable

lessons . Do not be afraid to ask for

their advice and definitely invite

yourself over to take a look at the

work yourself . Equally as

important is to ask them if there

are particular people they would

NOT suggest hiring .

#4 A PAPER TRAIL IS YOUR FRIEND

#3 USE A TRANSLATOR

It definitely can ’t hurt to bring a

native Hebrew speaker who also

speaks your language fluently to

any initial meetings you have with

potential tradespeople . This is

both to prevent the “oooh I hear

an accent I smell money” situation

(again- this is not actually the

norm !) and also to make sure that

there are no misunderstandings or

small details that get lost in

translation .

#5 DON'T PAY IN FULL UP FRONT
If someone you are considering

hiring insists on payment in full up

front , just say no ! There is no reason

to ever pay for work in full before it

is done . Common practice in Israel is

to pay in installments - at signing of

contract , at several designated

points during the process , and the

final payment only after the work is

fully complete to the customer ’s

satisfaction . 

FOLLOW THESE TIPS TO BE SAVVY

AND STRONG ! IN ISRAEL , IT ’S NOT

RUDE TO BE AGGRESSIVE . RATHER , IT

EARNS YOU RESPECT . SO YOU MAY

NEED TO SWALLOW YOUR BRITISH

PRIDE , AMERICAN POLITENESS OR

FRENCH JE NE SAIS QUOI AND JUST

CLEARLY AND PLAINLY STATE WHAT

YOU WILL AND WILL NOT ACCEPT .

YOU ’LL SEE - IT ’S INVIGORATING !



ASK THE
DESIGNER

Dear Tamar ,

 

This question might sound weird , but it is weighing heavily on my

mind so I ’m going to put it out there and hope you have some

words of wisdom ! My husband and I have made our dreams come

true and made Aliyah . My parents have never understood why we

would give up our comfortable life in a beautiful home in a green

leafy suburb of New York City . They try to be supportive , but they

constantly make little judgy comments about all aspects of our new

lives in Israel .

 

 

LET ME ANSWER YOUR MOST
PRESSING QUESTIONS !
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We finally found a house that we love and we took the plunge and

bought it ! We are about to embark on a huge renovation and all I

can think about is “what will my parents think?” I am so terrified

that Israeli construction and especially the finishing details are

not going to be up to scratch and no matter what I do , my parents

will have something negative to say (and might actually be

justified). 

 

Please help allay my fears ! !

Thank you so much ,

Daughter of Judgy McJudgersons 

HERE'S MY
ANSWER
Dear Daughter of Judgy McJudgersons ,

 

First of all , there is nothing weird about your question . Making

Aliyah and moving away from your family is fraught with all kinds

of emotion , as is buying and renovating your home . Also , it is

completely normal to want your parents ’ approval and to show

them that you made the right decision for your family .



 

 

There are two parts to my answer to your question . One is more

practical - things you can do to ensure that your house has the high-

end finishings that people outside of Israel take for granted but that

might be less obvious in the Israeli market . And the second is more

emotional and is to do with your own mindset .

Let ’s start with the practical…

 

It is true that Israeli houses are known for poor finishing touches . It is  

common to see a beautiful house with paint drippings on the

window edges , uneven moldings , and just a general feeling of things

being left unfinished or rough around the edges . 

 

One of the reasons for this is Israeli mentality and the fact that many

Israelis (and I am completely generalizing here and do not mean this

in a negative way !) simply are not that bothered by these small

details . So here are a couple of things you can do to make sure you

get the type of attention to detail that you want :

 

COMMUNICATE : Don ’t be afraid to tell your builder exactly what you

want ! Remember , it seems obvious to you , but an Israeli builder may

not be attuned to this . You may find yourself repeating it over and

over again , but that ’s ok . Just keep insisting and don ’t back down

until you are happy with the result . After all , it is your home and you

want to be happy every time you look around . 

 

SEE FOR YOURSELF : Ask potential builders to show you work they

have done so that you can make sure there are no errant paint

splatters or cracks in the walls . Ask them to take you to more than

one place so that you can measure the consistency of the work .

 

PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS : In addition to going and seeing

prior work , also speak directly to the people who have used the

builder before . People love to talk about their renovation

experiences , whether good or bad . If they have good things to say ,

then that ’s great news for you . If they have bad things to say , it can

help you dodge a bullet and not end up with shoddy work . Of course ,

as they say “beauty is in the eye of the beholder” and you may not

have the same standards or opinions as someone else , which is why

you need to see for yourself in addition to getting verbal opinions . 
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Now let ’s move to the emotional issues…

 

Obviously there ’s no magical change that happens during that 12

hour transatlantic flight when you would have changed from being

“American” to being “Israeli” in terms of your thought-processes ,

standards , and expectations . This change may or may not happen at

some point , but that ’s irrelevant because clearly right now you are in

a place where you are highly stressed that your (or your parents ’)

expectations will not be met .

 

I want to suggest looking deep within yourself and see whether you

can in some way embrace the Israeli “yehiye b ’seder” (everything will

be ok) mentality . Work out what is really important to you - the non-

negotiable redlines - and decide to let some things slide . Never

compromise on safety or on something that you know will drive you

absolutely crazy every time you look at it , but really think hard about

whether it ’s YOU that is bothered by it or is the fear of what your

parents will think?

 

It ’s true that your parents might never fully comprehend or accept

why you would pick up and move to this crazy country . And they may

make comments about how Israelis can ’t get things right and if you

still lived in New York your house would never have water-damage or

paint that instantly shows children ’s fingerprints as soon as they get

anywhere near the wall , but the truth is that YOU are the one who

has chosen to move here and it is YOUR house . 

 

 

And think about how amazing you will feel when you welcome them

into your home with open arms and proudly show them around .

When they see how you ’ve worked hard to create the perfect home

for your family , they will be proud .

 

And you will be proud too - of the house you have built , the home

you have created , and the life you are making for yourself and your

family . 
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YOUR HOME
SHOULD TELL
THE STORY

OF WHO YOU
ARE AND 

BE A
COLLECTION

OF WHAT
YOU LOVE
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--NATE BERKUS



YOU ARE
NOT ALONE
THERE ARE ENTIRE HASHTAGS

DEDICATED TO SHARING STORIES

OF THINGS THAT HAPPEN “ONLY

IN ISRAEL .”  SOMETIMES CRAZY

THINGS HAPPEN HERE AND WHEN

YOUR CHOICE IS TO LAUGH OR

CRY , YOU MIGHT AS WELL LAUGH

BECAUSE IT ’S MORE FUN .

Just when you think the craziest

thing ever has happened to you ,

chances are someone else has had

an even weirder situation . Here , I

will share a few stories - these are

not meant to scare you , but rather

to remind you that you are not

alone in navigating this new

culture !

color we chose to paint the outside

of our house . I remember thinking -

I ’m so glad we will be the only gray

house on the block so when I give

directions I can say ‘it ’s the gray

house on the corner . ’ Little did I

know that my neighbors had some

sort of vendetta against the color

gray . The day after the painting was

complete , I was standing outside

admiring the work as my neighbor

came out of her house . She literally

stopped and stared - her mouth

open , completely aghast . ‘Are you

ok??’ I asked her in my best broken

Hebrew . She then proceeded to

inform me that I had broken the

color rules of the neighborhood and

didn ’t I notice that all the other

houses were beige or white and how

could I have created such an

eyesore? She went on to say - and I

am NOT exaggerating - that she

can ’t possibly manage seeing this

horrible color of my house every day

when she goes out of her house . She

was so confident and so aggressive

and I just fell for it . In my polite

foreign way , I just said that I was so

sorry and I didn ’t know . I

immediately called my painter and

said we had to re-do the whole

thing in beige . I only found out

about a year later that there is no

such thing as color rules of the

neighborhood…” {note : there actually

IS such a thing as certain

neighborhoods having very obscure

rules like this so it might be worth

checking out !}
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situated in a cul-de-sac with a

large shared driveway . I assumed

that the parking spot directly in

front of my house belonged to me .

So imagine my surprise when one

day I came home and found the

spot taken . I figured it was a

mistake and left a note asking the

driver to please not park there . For

an entire week , the car was parked

there despite my repeated notes

and failed attempts to confront

the driver personally . Finally , I

built up the courage to call the

police . The police officer was not

amused by how I wasted his time

reporting a car parked in a public

parking spot . . .Turns out just

because there exists a parking

spot directly in front of my front

door , it is not actually mine unless

it ’s a private driveway . Oops…”

ur new house was perfectly "O

"I absolutely loved the beautiful gray



someone says certain work will be

done at a certain time , sure there

may be the occasional one or two

day delay , but generally speaking

a deadline is a deadline . Silly me

for thinking the same applied here

in Israel . We moved into our new

house when our renovation was

almost complete - a key thing was

still missing though . . .doors on all

of the rooms , including

bathrooms . The contractor said

they would arrive on a Monday . So

I thought it was safe to agree to

host a few seminary girls for the

weekend , figuring that we would

have doors by Friday no problem .

By Wednesday I started to panic

and by Thursday it was clear to me

that the doors were not coming .

The contractor ’s response was a

simple shrug of the shoulders and

a flippant remark of ‘hopefully

next week . ’ He seemed shocked by

my surprise at this answer . But not

as shocked as the seminary girls

were when they saw our “open

plan” house…”

that the workmen could ONLY work

between 10am and 2pm . They

barged into our house on the

second day of construction , didn ’t

even introduce themselves or

welcome us to the neighborhood ,

just started right in on “this is Israel ,

things are different here , and don ’t

you know that the only time you ’re

allowed to do construction is

between these hours when you are

least likely to disturb people .” They

were so extremely insistent that we

almost believed them . I even called

the builder and asked him and when

he stopped laughing he told me

that I should never believe

everything I hear and that the law is

construction work is legal between

7am - 8pm . I can only imagine how

long it would have taken if work

could only be done 4 hours a day !”
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"Where I come from , when 

"Our neighbors tried to convince us

In addition to a good laugh , you can also take away a few key lessons from

these stories :

 

Do not believe everything your crazy neighbors say - make sure you

confirm what the actual laws are before you heed their demands .

Do not assume that the same “common courtesy” traditions from

elsewhere in the world exist here too .

Account for “Israeli time” and add at least 50% to all time estimates .

Keep a good sense of humor !

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .



STEP 1: MEASURE
The plans you get from the Iriya are often out of date. It’s crucial to bring in a proper

measurer (מודד) so you know what you ACTUALLY have!

STEP 2: INFORMATION GATHERING
I will conduct a detailed interview to help you figure out what you really need in order to

live comfortably in your space. I always say “Don’t change yourself...change the house!”

STEP 3: CONSIDER OPTIONS
I will present you with several layout options, based on your accurate plans and your

list of requirements. Together, we will choose the one that’s best for you.

STEP 4: 3D PLANS (OPTIONAL)
Some people can't get on with 2D plans (I didn't say women) so if needed, I can

create a more visually understandable 3D plan.

STEP 5: THE ACTUAL PLANS
I’ll draw up detailed plans which include EVERYTHING i.e. demolition, building,

electricity, plumbing, air conditioning, flooring and more.

"YESH LANU BAYIT"

You've got the keys to your new house
and you are ready to renovate.

Here is everything you need to know!

STEP 6: BIDDING
We’ll send tenders to different builders, gather proposals and decide which builder to go

with (I will help you resolve issues like whether to prioritize quality over price etc..)

STEP 7: START SHIPUTZ
You’ve chosen your builder. He revises final plans based on costs, any changing opinions

etc. and you’re ready to START!

STEP 8: SHOPPING
You choose tiles, flooring, light fittings, furniture, wallpaper, kitchen. (Advice: Take me

shopping with you to save time and make the job easier!)

ONGOING
You’re not alone! I’ll be available as and when you need me. I’ll act as your go-between

with the builder and other tradespeople and I’ll be there to calm and reassure you, to

manage your project - and of course… to deliver you the “Bayit” of your dreams!



IT TAKES A
VILLAGE -
WHO
SHOULD BE
IN YOURS?
A home renovation is a BIG job

and just as you would probably

not attempt to build a house with

your two hands (unless you are

Bob the Builder !) you should not

attempt a renovation without

gathering a competent team to

ensure the job gets done to a high

standard and with no hitches !

 

The question is , who should you

have on your team?

 

Coming from outside Israel , you

may have noticed that things roll

pretty different here than they did

back where you came from . This

guide will help you decide who

you need to have in your team

when renovating your gorgeous

home ! 

The Kablan is the actual bricks-and-

mortar builder . If you have a wall to

knock down , plaster to be applied , a

pool to be dug or a niche to cut out

of your living room - he ’s your guy .

Most builders work with a trusted

team they have gathered over time .

When you shop around for a builder

you should consider the price he is

quoting but also ask about the

team . You may want to ask how

many builders there will be ; how

experienced they are ;  will the team

be comprised of Arab or Israeli

workers (this can affect holidays and

leave); will the builder working on

more than one project

simultaneously ; will one team work

the duration of the job or will there

be changeovers . 

 

 

Always seek at least two references !

The builder is a crucial part of your

project and nothing beats personal

recommendation so don 't be shy to

ask for those references .  I will , of

course , be able to recommend a

good builder based on my

experience as well .
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KABLAN BUILDER = קבלן  = 



The Supervisor is your all-

important technical guy . Usually

the Mefakeach is a qualified

engineer who makes sure that

everything is in order structurally

i .e . that your walls will not cave ,

your ceiling won ’t dip and your

structure is strong and stable .The

Mefakeach will spend a lot of time

on site checking that everything is

proceeding according to plan and

providing an important

connection point between yourself

and the designer and other trades

people .

 

He should also double check some

of the small details you may not

have thought of e .g . that the

flooring in your shower slopes

towards the drain so your don 't

get a flood across the bathroom

floor when the kids shower or that

you have a good solution in place

for water drainage (think flat roofs

and high rainfall - not a good

combo !) 

 

Most people use a mefakeach for

larger renovations (such as

building a house from scratch or

renovating a large property).  For a

small or medium apartment or a

contained job like a kitchen or

bathroom remodel , you could get

away without a mefakeach and

just use an interior designer

alongside your builder . 

 For a small project - like

redecorating a room or a small part

of the house - you can consider

doing this yourself . Bear in mind

however , that calling , chasing and

overseeing can take out huge

chunks of time so you really must

have the availability if you ’re going

to try and DIY it . 

 

For larger projects , things can get

really complicated so taking a

professional project manager who

knows the drill is a good idea . Also ,

if Hebrew is not your mother tongue ,

a project manager who is fluent in

the language will be a godsend .

Take the example of light-fittings -

you put them in one day and the

next day the painter comes . He

splashes spots of paint on your

gleaming new fittings - pretty nasty

huh !? Well , a project manager would

make sure this doesn 't happen . You

need a new gas line to your outside

barbeque but your builder cant do

the job as only a technician from the

gas company can install it? 

Project manager will sort that out .

Your neighbors won 't sign the

permit and are causing all manner

of havoc for you - project manager .

You get the picture?

 

Your project manager can also

ensure that your renovation doesn ’t

go over budget or over time . It can

be tempting to try and save money

on this role but honestly , for a large

project like a full home “shipputz ,” I

don 't recommend it !
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MENAHEL  PROJECT פרויקט =  מנהל 
= PROJECT  MANAGER

MEFAKEACH SUPERVISOR = מפקח = 

Your project manager is like the

Big Brother of your renovation . All-

seeing and all-knowing , he

watches what everyone is doing

and makes sure it all runs like

clockwork .

 



The Interior designer not only

makes sure you like the way your

home looks aesthetically , but also

that it meets your families '  needs . 

 

I start every project by getting a

thorough understanding of your

lifestyle as well as your tastes and

preferences . At the end of the day ,

you have to live in your home and

it must accommodate you .

Questions like do you need one

kitchen sink or two ; how many

cupboards would suit your needs ;

where to put your wine cellar and

how to create 4 bedrooms out of

three , are issues I resolve daily .  I

see so many people dive straight

into a renovation only to realise at

the end that they didn 't leave a

space for their extensive library of

cricket almanacs , or for an

outdoor shower , or a built in

coffee machine . Careful planning

really does ensure that you end up

happy with the final result .

 

Maximising available space is a

skill I ’ve acquired over time . With

smart maneuvering of walls , I can

get more out of less space - an

extra room here , a niche there ,

even a small work-station for the

kids on your upstairs landing . 

 

I also work out where to put your

lighting , electricity points , air

conditioning and plumbing . All

these things must be meticulously

planned and work together

seamlessly . If you want to install

built-in conditioning units you

need to decide if you can live with

lowered ceilings in certain parts of

the house . Where will you put your

gas points , internet sockets and

light switches? These are all things

I ’ll help you plan out with

maximum efficiency .

 

 

 Then there 's the actual look and

feel of your space . How you design

the inside of your house is very

personal . Do you like chintz and

glamour or do you prefer

understated? Do you desire clean

lines or hanker after ornate

mouldings? You kinda know what

you like in a bathroom but you are

not really sure (and your wife doesn 't

agree). Oh , and you are terrible at

math and can 't figure out how many

meters of floor tile to order !  

 

There are so many things to think

about and coordinate with every

renovation and if you don 't have the

experience or the know-how , it can

become an absolute nightmare .

When you take an interior designer

it 's his/her job to help you work out

all the bigger and smaller details

taking into consideration your daily

needs and demands . What 's more ,

the designer will be there to hold

your hand throughout and to liaise

with all the various trades-people

and workers (in Hebrew)! You can

always go it alone , but so many

people get a huge sense of relief just

handing it all over to a competent

and caring professional .
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MEAZEVET  PNIM פנים =  = מעצבת 

INTERIOR  DESIGNER



I ’m not really serious - you don 't

actually need a couples counsellor

to carry out a renovation , although

some days it does feel like I AM

the couples counsellor !

 

Be warned , doing a renovation can

bring out your worst side . Things

you never thought you cared

about can suddenly seem like a

matter of life or death when you

embark on building the house of

your dreams .  All I can say is - I ’ve

probably seen it all and nothing

shocks me .  I like to try and spread

my calming influence over the

entire project and help you work

out what 's really important to you

and what you can allow to fall by

the wayside if your spouse (or

other family member) has a strong

objection . Having someone help

you figure out your priorities and

preferences , can go a long way

towards avoiding conflicts during

the stressful period of the actual

Shiputz .

 

 

In true Jewish style , the answer is “it

depends”. For small projects - like

renovating a bathroom or bedroom -

you can easily get away with just

taking an interior designer and a

builder . For bigger projects however

you would be well advised to take

all of the above . 

 

 

If you aren 't sure how big your

project is , or can 't figure out what

you need , I ’m always happy to

consult with you and advise you

further .
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TIPUL  ZUGI זוגי =  COUPLES = טיפול 

COUNSELING
DO I REALLY
NEED ALL
THOSE PEOPLE
FOR ONE
MEASLY
RENOVATION?



CONTACT
ME 

TAMAR
FREUDMANN
054-7671568
tamar@itzuvpnim.com
www.itzuvpnim.com

WELCOME HOME!
 


